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THREE DOG FEATURES HIGHLIGHT THE 20TH SUPER PET EXPO AT THE NJ 

CONVENTION CENTER, EDISON, FEBRUARY 7-9, 2020 

 

Edison, N.J., February 7, 2020— Demos of canine Frisbee play, a high action version of a soccer-like 

sport, and luring are highlights of the 20th annual Super Pet Expo at the New Jersey Convention Center 

in Edison, February 7 -9, 2020. 

 Dogs can play Treibball, (pronounced Tribe-ball), new to Super Pet Expo, reminiscent of soccer, 

for pets who enjoy chasing, playing games, herding, or problem solving. This German low-impact sport 

involves fitness balls and a goal. The Bone-A-Fied Talent Group will demo and teach each team the 

preliminary steps involving targets, pushing a ball with precision--following the rules of the American 

Treibball Association and the National Associate of Treibball Enthusiasts. National Stunt Dog champions 

Good Beasley and Following Felix will join trainer Chrissy Joy and members of the Bone-A-Fied Talent 

Group to conduct the interactive workshops February 8 and 9.   

 Dog owners will be captivated by demonstrations of the Mid Atlantic Disc Dog Club—a first at 

the show. Disc play is a canine version of Frisbee. The freestyle exhibitions by Mid Atlantic Disc Dog 

Club members may inspire visitors to take up the sport with their best friend. The crew, led by club owner 

Frank Montgomery, will counsel dog parents who have questions. 

 What about the discs? They are not alike, says Montgomery. “A dog-safe disc is most 

important. They come in a standard and a small size. In addition, weight and circumference are 

considerations when working with different size dogs. It’s essential to consider bite-resistance and 

stability in flight when deciding on the best disc for your dog.” 

 Do smaller dogs like Dachshunds or Chihuahuas catch discs?  “A Dachshund and Chihuahua mix 

participated in past events, as well as a Newfoundland and Great Dane,” Montgomery notes. “These 

breeds are not the typical flying disc dog, but we are open to all breads and mixed-breeds. Typically the 

herding, retrieving/hunting, & working breeds perform much better in this sport but any dog that has a 

great relationship with its pet parent and aims to please can learn to play and compete.” 

 Back again this year is the popular Luring 101 for hearty dogs who love to chase.  They take 

center stage in an enclosed 250-foot luring course set up to give pets a high-speed run that will thrill both 

dogs and audience. (Additional fee.) 

 In addition to dog-focused events, Super Pet Expo feature a Mister Crabs Show, cat agility and a 

show favorite—Repticon—twice as big as before to feature reptiles from around the world. Some 20,000 

pet devotees, 2,000 dogs, cats and an occasional parrot will also enjoy the expertise of 200 exhibitors 

addressing pet adoption, pet care and health, grooming, food, and daycare. An exceptional array of 

creative pet gifts, treats, fashion, grooming accessories and toys will be for sale. 
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Website:  Visit  https://www.superpetexpo.com/ 

Where:   New Jersey Convention Center, 97 Sunfield Avenue, Edison, NJ 08837 

Hours:   Friday Feb. 7, 3 p.m. - 8 p.m.; Saturday Feb. 8, 10 a.m. – 7 p.m.; Sunday, Feb. 9, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

Tickets:  One Day Adult (12+) $13.00. One Day Child (4-11) $8.00. Weekend Pass (Adult) $20.00. 

Weekend  Pass (Child) $10.00. Kids 3 & Under Free (one per adult). Some events require additional fees. 

Pets   welcome; leashed pets admitted free. [No retractable leashes]. 

Follow us:       Twitter: @SuperPetExpo Instagram: @superpetexpo  Facebook: www.facebook.com/SuperPetExpo/  
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